STEAM Unit: 7-8 Rube Goldberg Project
Teacher Overview
This unit is designed for 8th grade. These lessons are taught collaborative by art and science teachers,
and showcase the work of Rube Goldberg, an American cartoonist, sculptor, author, engineer, and
inventor. These lessons will explore kinetic art and Rube Goldberg machines; artistic illustration; the
design thinking process; 3-dimensional construction that utilizes the transfer of energy using simple
machines; and video recorded technology.
“Rube Goldberg was fascinated by the advancement of technology and would illustrate inventions that
later become known as the “Rube Goldberg Machine”. A “Rube Goldberg Machine” is an extremely
complicated device that executes a very simple task in a complex, indirect way. This is now used as an
expression to describe any system that's confusing or complicated and came about from Goldberg's
illustrations of absurd machines. On his “Rube Goldberg Machine” work, he would spend over 30 hours
on each piece with close attention to precision regarding the lines and details.” (http://www.rube-goldberg.com)
The Rube Goldberg machine project is a skillful design/build STEAM project that easily integrates the
visual arts, science and technology. The students love this project and are actively engaged in planning
and problem solving throughout the entire process. This project can be differentiated to meet the needs
of all students.

Rube Goldberg - The Art and Science of Simple Machines Lesson
Learning Centers:
8

Project Duration:
6 art classes + 6 science class
(45 min/class)

Integration of:
Visual Art, Physical Science and Technology

Standards: 8th Grade
Physical Science Standard:
Standard 2: There are different forms of energy, and those forms of energy can be changed from one form to
another – but total energy is conserved.
Art Standard:
Standard 3: Invent and Discover to Create:
2. Demonstrate technical proficiency and craftsmanship when planning
3. Utilize current and available technology to refine an idea, and create original and imaginative works of art.
Technology Standard:
Standard 6: Demonstrate the ability to use technology for research, critical thinking, decision making,
communication, collaboration, creativity and innovation.

Big Idea:
Can a machine be considered art?

Essential Question:
How might different energy forms be utilized to create kinetic art?

21st Center Skills:
•
•
•

Collaboration
Teamwork
Creativity

•
•
•

Innovation
Critical thinking
Problem solving

Materials and Tools
Materials
Planning sheets, paper, reference images, tape, hot
glue sticks, recycled materials (plastic, foam, wood,
etc.), marbles, simple machine materials (from
science).

Tools
Pencils, erasures, markers, ipads, light table, hot
glue guns, awl, scissors, xacto knives.

Key Art Vocabulary
Design Thinking Process - A methodology used by designers to solve complex problems, and find
desirable solutions using a 5-stage process - empathize, define, ideate, prototype, and test.
Kinetic Energy - The energy a mass has because it is moving.
Kinetic sculpture - A sculpture that is designed to move. The movement can be driven by interaction
with the viewer, or automatically using motors or even air currents in the case of a mobile.
Simple machine - Any of the basic mechanical devices for applying a force, such as an inclined plane,
wedge, or lever, the wheel and axle, the pulley, and the screw.
Cartoonist - A visual artist who specializes in drawing cartoons.
Panel - is one drawing on a page that contains a segment of action. A page may have one or many
panels, and panels are frequently, but not always, surrounded by a border or outline, whose shape can
be altered to indicate emotion, tension or flashback sequences.
Caption – The words appear in a box separated from the rest of the panel or page that usually give
voice to a narrator.
Gag Cartoon – A humorous single-panel cartoon, usually including a hand-lettered or typeset caption
beneath the drawing.
Rhythm is the repetition or alternation of elements, often with defined intervals between
them. Rhythm can create a sense of movement and can establish pattern and texture.
Movement – Combining art elements to produce a look or feel of action.
Balance: The art principle that refers to the arrangement of elements in an artwork. Balance can be
either formal symmetrical, informal asymmetrical or radial.

Key Science Vocabulary
Motion - Motion is a change in position of an object with respect to time.
Force - A push or pull upon an object resulting from the object's interaction with another object.
Friction -The resistance to relative motion of two surfaces that are in contact with each other as they
roll or slide across one another.
Conservation of Energy - The principle that within the universe, or any closed system, the total
energy remains constant, although the energy may transform from one kind to another
Gravitational Potential Energy (GPE) - The energy that a mass has because of its vertical separation
(height) from the earth.
Mechanical Energy - Energy generally associated with a moving mass or the action, or potential
action, of a force being applied through a distance
Form - An element of art focused on all three dimensions (height, width and depth).

Differentiation
This project can be differentiated to meet individual student needs. Students can:
o Use interconnecting materials (legos, keva blocks, strawbees, small boxes, peg board) to construct
a mini machine using 3 simple machines.

Lesson Sequence
Week 1

Science Class- Monday: Introduce Rube Goldberg machine project.
o Review prior knowledge of 5 simple machines, potential and kinetic energy.
o Students watch 5 RG machine videos + write a short review about what they like about that design.
Art Class 1- Monday: Lesson: Review Rube Goldberg Comics and Kinetic Sculpture
o Provide a short presentation on Rube Goldberg and kinetic sculpture.
o Using visual thinking strategies, discuss Rube Goldberg comic artworks and kinetic sculptures.
Can a machine be considered art? How is potential energy transferred in kinetic sculpture?
What simple machines are used to create motion?
o Students use the Worksheet 1 to record similarities and differences they see in the artworks.
Science Class - Wednesday:
o Connect with project partners from neighboring Two Rivers School via Skype to discuss project.
o Students review the Design Thinking Process & begin design process (Worksheet 3).
Art Class - Wednesday: Lesson: Design Thinking Process
o Begin blueprint design. Blueprints will be drawn in the style of Rube Goldberg comics.

Week 2

Science Class- Monday:
• Work on blueprint design (draft).
Art Class-Monday:
• Work on blueprint design (draft).
Science Class -Wednesday:
• Work on draft blueprint design.
Art Class 4- Wednesday:
• Work to finish draft blueprint design. Teacher review draft, gives feedback.
Friday PM (45 min): Extra time to draft blueprints. Teacher review drafts, give feedback.

Week 3

Science Class- Monday: Begin building. Note: Any redesign modifications made during building should
also be made on blueprint.
Art Class- Monday: Building
Science Class-Wednesday: Building
Art Class-Wednesday: Building
Friday PM (45 min): Extra time to build

Week 4

Science Class- Mon: Building
Art Class – Monday: Building
Art + Science Class 7: Finish building/video project
Art + Science Class 8: Finish building/video project
Friday PM (45 min): Extra project time.

Week 5

Science Class- Monday – Finish building/video/edit
Art Class- Monday - Finish time, draw final blueprint comic (Label each part. Write a short caption that
explains what your machine does and how it works).

Science Class-Wednesday: Share finished design with project partners.
Art Class-Wednesday: Write project reflection, finish final comic.
Friday - All school Meeting: Display work with comics/Show videos/Give presentations

Worksheet 1

Name: ______________________________________

Grade: ________

Rube Goldberg Comics and Machines
Big Question: How can a machine be considered art?
What do you SEE? What do you THINK? What do you WONDER?
What is different? What is similar?

2D RG Comics

3D RG Machines

Worksheet 2
Name: ______________________________________

Grade: ________

Rube Goldberg Project Checklist
Project Checklist
My design team researched, reviewed 5+ Rube Goldberg comics and took
notes on 5+ videos.
My blueprint comic and machine design were carefully planned out using the
design thinking process worksheet.
My RG machine is designed to complete a simple task.
My blueprint comic incorporates one example of every simple machine (lever,
inclined plane, wedge, screw, pulley) and shows details of how the machine
will connect and flow.
This design incorporates balance, rhythm and movement in the design.
The design team met with a teacher to discuss and review our designs.
The design team met with Two Rivers partner two times to discuss and review
our designs.
A draft blueprint design was handed in and approved.
My design team built a working Rube Goldberg machine incorporated one
example of every simple machine (lever, inclined plane, wedge, screw, pulley)
and successfully completed a simple task without human assistance.
My final blueprint comic was drawn as single frame RG cartoon.
My cartoon clearly communicates what my machine does and how it works
step by step.
Each step of the machine in my cartoon is labeled.
A short caption is written at the bottom of the cartoon explaining the
machine’s process.
My cartoon is framed and is on display in the main building.
I video recorded and narrated my working Rube Goldberg machine.
I presented all my finished work to the school community.

Completed Incomplete

PROJECT LOG
Team Members: _______________________________________________
Date

Today’s Goal

Tasks to Perform

Next Steps

Week of:

Monday

Person 1:

Completed Tasks?
Yes____ No____
Notes:

Person 2:

Tuesday

Person 1:

Completed Tasks?
Yes____ No____
Notes:

Person 2:

Wednesday

Person 1:

Completed Tasks?
Yes____ No____
Notes:

Person 2:

Thursday

Person 1:

Person 2:

Completed Tasks?
Yes____ No____
Notes:

Friday

Person 1:

Completed Tasks?
Yes____ No____
Notes:

Person 2:

Worksheet 3

Rube Goldberg Project Planning Worksheet
THE DESIGN THINKING PROCESS has five stages:



EMPATHY (for the user/audience): Identify the needs and motivations of end-users.
Who will use this machine? What can it do to for them? How will it improve their lives?



DEFINE THE NEEDS + SOLVE A PROBLEM: Identify the needs of your audience and look at the
project challenges.
o

What simple task will your machine do?

o

What problem is your machine solving? (Example: They want to call someone without pressing a button.)

o

What kind of challenges you see in making this machine? (Space, materials, tools, time, etc.)

o

What specific resources do you need to help you design your machine? (Watch more videos, online research, etc.)



BRAINSTORM SOLUTIONS: You must incorporate the 5 simple machines you learned about in science
class. Brainstorm ways of how you will incorporate these machines in your design. What will they be made
out of? (Write & sketch out all your ideas on a separate paper.)



PROTOTYPE – Look for creative ways to combine your ideas to design a working model.
• Look for connections in your brainstorming list. Can you combine any of these ideas?
• Look at project materials. Can you build what you want from these materials?
• Sketch a draft version of your design.
• Get feedback from peers and teachers. Have a conference with either the Art or Science teacher.
• Rework your design.
• Hand in a copy of your draft design to Art and Science teacher for approval.



BUILD – During art and science class you will be building your machine.



TEST/FEEDBACK – Test your machine and get feedback from peers about it. Make changes to your design,
if needed. (NOTE: Any changes made to your design must also be made on your final blueprint.)



SHARE –Present your work.
• Draw a final version of your blueprint as a one-panel Rube Goldberg style comic and display it with
your final project.
• Video record your working machine.
• Share videos with project partners at Two Rivers.

Worksheet4
Name:

Grade:

Introduction to Illustrating a Rube Goldberg Comic Panel

Follow these basic steps:
1. Create a title for your RG machine comic.
2. Include the names of all the people on your team as the authors of this comic strip.
3. Your machine blueprint will be drawing as a single panel comic strip.
4. Create a simple pen and ink blueprint drawing of how your machine works.
5. Your blueprint should also include a character, setting & background for your story.
6. Label each step of the machine.
7. Under each picture or cartoon, write a caption that summarizes the event(s) that are detailed in
the scene.
8. Student should share and receive feedback on their plans for comic strips from their peers.
9. Print three copies of your finished comic strip. (One copy for display, one copy for the science
teacher and one extra for your art portfolio.)

Summative Assessment
Category
Visual Art:
Standard 3: Invent
and Discover to
Create:
2. Demonstrate
technical proficiency
and craftsmanship
when planning

Advanced
o

o
o

o

o

Technology:
Standard 6:
Demonstrate the
ability to use
technology for
research, critical
thinking, decision
making,
communication,
collaboration,
creativity and
innovation.

o

Physical Science:
Standard 2: There
are different forms
of energy, and those
forms of energy can
be changed from one
form to another –
but total energy is
conserved.

o

o

o

Proficient

I drafted a well thought out plan
for my project using the design
thinking process.
My final draft was precise, well
drawn out, detailed and easy to
follow.
I worked hard to find solutions
to construction challenges that
arose during the project.
My design is complex, exciting,
user-friendly and it completes a
simple task.
My RG cartoon is labeled at each
transfer point and visually
describes how the machine
works in detail.

o

I used a variety of media to
present information for specific
purposes (e.g., reports,
research, presentations, video
recording), citing sources.
I collaborated often with
students in other classrooms
and schools using
telecommunications tools (e.g.,
e‐mail, discussion forums,
groupware, interactive Web
sites, video‐ conferencing).

o

I can clearly and confidently
talk about the key science
principles such as the five
simple machines, different
energy types and how they are
incorporated into my Rube
Goldberg machine.
I can explain multiple (3-5)
STEAM connections and
fluently used the appropriate
science vocabulary while
describing my final project.

o

o
o

o
o

o

o

Developing

I drafted a plan for my project
using the design thinking
process.
My final draft was quickly
drawn out, had details and easy
to follow.
I looked for solutions to
construction challenges that
arose during the project.
My design is user-friendly and
completes a simple task.
My RG cartoon visually
describes how the machine
works and is labeled in most
transfer points.

o

I used a variety of media to
present information for specific
purposes (e.g., reports,
research, presentations, video
recording), citing sources.
I collaborated frequently with
students in other classrooms
and schools using
telecommunications tools (e.g.,
e‐mail, discussion forums,
groupware, interactive Web
sites, video‐ conferencing).

o

I can clearly talk about most of
the key science principles such
as the five simple machines,
different energy types and how
they are incorporated into my
Rube Goldberg machine.
I can explain a few (2-4) STEAM
connections, and fluently used
the appropriate science
vocabulary while describing my
final project.

o

o
o

o
o

o

o

o

I put little effort into drafting
a plan for my project.
I did not follow design
thinking process.
My final draft was poorly
drawn out, had few details
and was difficult to follow.
I struggled to find solutions
to challenges that arose
during the project.
My design is simple and
shows poor craftsmanship in
my illustrations, planning and
construction.
My RG cartoon is not labeled
clearly and shows few details
of how the machine works.
I used a variety of media to
present information for
specific purposes (e.g.,
reports, research,
presentations, video
recording), citing sources.
I collaborated very little with
students in other classrooms
and schools using
telecommunications tools
(e.g., e‐mail, discussion
forums, groupware,
interactive Web sites, video‐
conferencing).
I find it challenging to talk
about the key science
principles such as the five
simple machines, different
energy types and how they
are incorporated into my
Rube Goldberg machine.
I can explain a very few (1-2)
STEAM connections, and
fluently used the appropriate
science vocabulary while
describing my final project.

REFLECT STATEMENT – Reflect upon your finished work and your creative process. Use the format
below as a guide and answer the questions by explaining how you applied art and science concepts in
your creative process and finished work.

Artist Statement
Name ____________________________________ Grade _______ Medium _______________________________________________
Artwork Title: ____________________________________________________________________
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The intention of a Rube Goldberg machine is to…
Our Rube Goldberg machine is designed to…
We integrated balance, rhythm and movement by…
Our machine transfers potential energy by…
My team harnessed the kinetic energy by____________________ so that____________________________.
My machine is considered art because…
While creating this Rube Goldberg machine I learned…
My favorite design qualities of this machine are _________ and ___________ because ____________.
If I could change one thing about my work it would be _________________ because _____________.

Student Name: ___________________________________

Partner’s Name: ________________________________

Rube Goldberg Simple Machine: Self Reflection + Peer Review
Using the 4-point scoring scale, assess the engagement level of you and your teammate during this class project.
Provide written comments to clarify your perceptions and experiences during the design and building process.
Please think honestly about each of the categories and how you and your team member performed. It is not
necessary that everyone get the highest score on each item. Different people will have different strengths and
different contributions.
Scoring
For each category, award yourself and each member of your team a score using this scale.
4 – Very good
3 – Average
2 – Desired more help
1 – No help at all to the group in this respect

Description

Score

Time Management & Responsibility
• Accepted a fair share of work each class.
• Stayed focused and completed work
during class.
• Able to find tools and materials
independently.
Adaptability/ Creativity/ Originality
• Actively applied or worked to develop a
wide range of skills for this project.
• Readily accepted changes throughout the
design and building process.
• Problem-solved when faced with
challenges, generated ideas, and initiated
team decisions.
Communication Skills
• Communicated well with team partners
• Respectfully listened to peer input and
feedback
• Proficient at researching, diagramming
and documenting work.
General Team Skills
• Positive attitude during the project
• Encouraged and motivated teammates
Supported team decisions
• Helped resolve conflicts in the group

Comments / Explanations / Examples

You:

________
Partner:

________

You:

________
Partner:

________

You:

________
Partner:

________
You:

________
Partner:

________

(Adapted from Goldfinch, 1994; Lejk & Wyvill, 2001)

